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Abstract
There was a big question about the transition to online learning on around the world, could it motivate
student as good as the traditional methods? This study is aimed at finding out the effectiveness of virtual
discussion for improving motivation of students during the Covid-19 pandemic. A total of sixty Christian
students of State Vocational High School Malang were involved in the study, separated in two classes. The
first class was treated with virtual discussion method and the other class as a control class. This study used a
quasi-experimental research design, and analyzed using a paired sample t-test. The result obtained sig.
0.000 less than 0.05, showed a significant difference in the mean scores, indicated that virtual discussion
was effective for improving motivation of students. From the finding, it is recommended to use virtual
discussion in Christian education, against Covid-19 pandemic effect.
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obtaining an understanding, a mutual agreement
1. Introduction
and decision on a problem being addressed [1].
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected
educational system worldwide. There was a big
question about the transition to online learning on
around the world, could it motivate student as
good as the traditional methods? This study is
aimed at finding out the effectiveness of virtual
discussion for improving motivation of students
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
The method of virtual discussion was a way of
learning or teaching that was done in exchange
between students and teachers, or students with
students as discussion participants. In this method
of virtual discussion was done in an orderly and
directed way in small groups with the aim of
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1.1 Starting Virtual Discussion
According to Djamarah, and Zain, the method
of discussion was "how the lesson was presented,
in which students were faced with an issue which
can be a problematic statement or question to be
discussed and solved together." [2] Inside this
method of discussion virtually was expected to
have interactions between two or more individuals
involved, exchanging each other's experiences,
giving information, solving problems and expected
everything was active, there was nothing passive
as a listener only, especially in Christian education
[3].
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The method of virtual discussion was a way of
presenting lessons in which teachers provide
opportunities for students (groups of students) to
conduct scientific virtual discussions to collect
opinions, to make conclusions or to prepare
various alternatives to solving problems. From this
virtual discussion, students were expected to be
active, gave and received feedback from other
groups [4].
If teachers wanted maximum student
involvement in the virtual discussion, then the
number of virtual discussion group members
needed to be considered. The maximum number of
virtual discussion group members was 3-7
members. From the observation, the virtual
discussion group whose number of members is 3-7
people, the alleged members were less fully
participated or passive just listening to around 1-2
people [5]. In the virtual discussion, it would be
better if the number of members was relatively
small allowing each student to have the
opportunity to participate or become active. Topics
or issues in virtual discussions should be relevant
to students' interests to optimally encourage
students' mental and emotional involvement [6].
Through the use of virtual discussion, students
would have the opportunity to exercise skills that
were communication skills and ability to develop a
thinking strategy in solving problems [7].
Success in the method of virtual discussion
depended heavily on the group members
themselves in taking advantage of the opportunity
to participate in the learning of how to respond and
answer questions from other groups [8]. The role
of a leader in the virtual discussion group was very
important, which was tasked with clarifying
unclear topics. If the virtual discussion was not
running, the leader of the discussion was obliged
to take the initiative by throwing ideas that could
provoke discussion of participants. Similarly, if the
opinions were distorted from the main topic then
the leader of the virtual discussion tasked with
returning talks according to the main topic.
Having a general knowledge of the issues
discussed was a prerequisite for each participant to
be able to brainstorm. The discussion would not be
successful while the participants of the discussion
did not have the problem discussed [9]. In formal
virtual discussions, to equip the knowledge of
participants, presented in advance the problems
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compiled by one of the participants of the
discussion. The purpose of presenting the problem
was to open the participants' insight and mind to
be able to give his opinion [10].
1.2 Fun Learning with Virtual Discussion
Virtual discussion could be fun, because the
atmosphere is more vivid. The students lead
attention or mind to the problem that was being
discussed. So the student participation in this
method was better. The students practiced critical
to consider the opinions of his friends, then
determined the attitude, accepted, rejected or not
argued at all. Virtual discussion could raise the
achievement of individual personalities, such as:
attitude of tolerance, democracy, critical thinking,
systematic, patient and so on. Students were
trained to learn to comply with the rules and
ordinances like in a deliberation, not stuck in the
minds of individuals who were sometimes wrong,
prejudiced and narrow [11].
Virtual discussion also helped students to make
better decisions. Conclusion as the results of
discussions would be easily understood, because
they followed the process of thinking before it
came to a conclusion.
In small virtual discussion groups, classes were
divided into several small groups of 4–5 students.
The virtual room was arranged so that students can
face each other easily. They could use free
application such as: Google Hangouts Meet,
Zoom, Webex Meet, Free Conference Call, etc.
Discussions were held in the middle of the lesson
or at the end of the lesson with the intent to
sharpen understanding of the lesson frameworks,
clarify the mastery of subjects or answer questions.
The expected learning result was that all
individuals compare their possible perception of
the lesson material, comparing interpretations, so
that mistakes could be avoided.
Other alternative, a class was divided into
several small groups of 3 – 6 students. Each small
group carried out virtual discussions with specific
problems. Teacher explained the outline of the
problem to the group. Then each group (syndicate)
started finding an agreement on the completion
answer. To facilitate virtual discussions, teachers
could provide relevant references or sources of
information. Each group presented the conclusion
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of its discussion in the plenary proceedings to be
discussed.
Virtual discussion as a teaching method was
more suitable and necessary when teachers want to
give students the opportunity to express their
ability, think critically, assess their role in
discussion, look at the problems of their own
experiences and lessons gained at school,
motivate, and further study. Through virtual
discussion could be developed skills clarifying,
classifying, drafting hypotheses, interpreting,
drawing conclusions, applying theories, and
communicating opinions. Besides, the method of
discussion could train the attitude of students to
appreciate the opinions of others, to train the
courage to express the seal, to defend the opinion,
and to give rational respect to the opinions that are
met.
Some things to note in implementing the virtual
discussion methods, among others: formulation of
problems or problems discussed to be done
together with the students, explain the nature of the
problem with the purpose of why the problem was
chosen to discuss, student role settings that include
feedback, suggestions, opinions, questions, and
answers arising to solve the problem, notifying the
order of discussion, direction of talks to fit the
objectives, giving students guidance to take
conclusions.
The general learning needs in virtual discussion
steps could be implemented with simple
procedures, as follows: clearly formulate
problems, form virtual discussion groups, choose
discussion
leaders
(chairmen,
secretaries,
reporters), arrange the online application, facilities,
and so on according to the purpose of discussion.
The duties of the virtual discussion leader include:
organizing and directing virtual discussions,
organizing "traffic" talks, conduct discussions.
Each member of the discussion should know
exactly what to discuss and how to discuss it.
Virtual discussions should run in a free
atmosphere, each member knows that they have
the same talk rights. Teachers gave reasons or
explanations to the report.
1.3 Motivation in Learning
The motivation came from the word "motive"
which means as an effort to encourage someone to
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do something. Motifs could be said to be the
driving force in and in the subject to carry out
certain activities in order to achieve the objectives.
Motifs become active at certain times, especially
when the need to achieve goals is very perceived
or urgent to be achieved.
It was also said that motivation was a mental
drive that moves and directs human behavior,
including learning behaviors. In the motivation
contained desire that activates, moves, channeled,
and directs the attitudes and behaviors of
individual learning.
While Slavin argued that in simple language,
motivation was something that causes you to step
in, keep you going, and determine where you are
trying to move [12]. Motivation is always related
to a purpose. A student would succeed in
achieving his or her learning achievement when
supported by a very strong motivation for study. In
this regard, it said that there are 3 (three)
motivational functions: First, encouraging people
to do, so as a mobilizer or a motor that releases
energy. The motivation in this case was the driving
force of each activity to be performed; Second, to
determine the direction of action, namely towards
the goal to be achieved. Thus motivation could
give direction and activities that must be done
according to the formulation of its purpose; Third,
to select the deed, which was to determine the
deeds that must be done that are compatible in
order to achieve the objectives, by putting together
actions that are not beneficial to the purpose. A
student, who would face the exam in hopes of
graduating, would certainly do the learning and
never wasting his time [13].
2. Method
This study applied the quasi-experimental
design with two groups, the experimental group
and control group. The respondents are sixty high
school students of Malang State Vocational. All
respondents were devided into 2 different classes.
One class would get treatment in the form of
virtual discussion method, while the other class did
not get treatment and served as a control class.
Prior to the t analysis, the pre-requite test for
normality had been conducted. Then, data were
analyzed by using paired sample T-Test. Statistical
calculation was aided by the SPSS software
program.
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3. Results
Table.1. Reliability Statistic
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virtual discussion methods in Christian education
is proven effective.
Table 4. Paired Samples Test

Based on the table 1, Cronbach’s Alpha
obtained 0.928. It meant that the instrument
reliabel.
Table 2. Tests of Normality
KolmogorovShapiro-Wilk
a
Smirnov
Statis Df Sig. Statist Df Sig.
tic
ic
PreTest .231 15
.216
.953 15 .355
PostTe
.194 15 .230*
.875 15 .144
st
*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
In test of normality with Shapiro-Wilk, it
appeared that the number of significance for pretests and post-test is entirely above 0.05. This
meant that the distributed data was normal and was
eligible for a test Paired Sample T-Test.
Table 3. Paired Samples Statistics

In the table 3 appeared that the average value
for pre-tests is 52.42. While the average value of
post-test is 83.5667.
The table 4 could be noted that the value of Sig.
(2-tailed) is 0.000 < 0.05. This indicated that there
was a significant average difference between pretests and post-test results, which means the use of
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4. Discussion
Besides the advantages that had been raised, the
method of virtual discussion did not escape the
weaknesses, such as: virtual discussions were
generally mastered by students who love to talk.
Much time was spent, but the results were
sometimes not as expected. For students who did
not participate actively there was a tendency to
escape responsibility. It also could not be worn in
large groups [14].
How to overcome the weaknesses of other
discussion methods: First, the virtual discussion
was given to students and arranged in turns;
Second, the teachers should not fully entrust the
leadership of virtual discussions on students, need
guidance and control; Third, the teachers also
participated in the discussions; Forth, the students
had a turn of speaking and other students learned
to be patient listening to their friends' opinions;
Fifth, optimize your existing time to get the
desired results [15].
Each student in learning when using the method
of virtual discussion was expected to engage
actively in discussions to seek comprehension in
various aspects of learning. If a student played an
active role, it would be able to gain optimal
learning outcomes. For teachers, in order to be
able to master the use of the method of virtual
discussion well required exercise systematically
because the methods of virtual discussion instill
discipline of students and increase knowledge in
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the opinion and draw a conclusion. In other words,
teacher domination in the discussion must be
reduced so that opportunities are available for
students to participate actively. Through virtual
discussion the group was expected to think
critically and be able to express their thoughts and
feelings well.
Conclusions
Based on the result of the study, it can be
concluded that virtual discussion is able to
improve motivation of students in Christian
education. It is recommended to use virtual
discussion during the pandemic and against the
Covid-19 pandemic effect.
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